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THE BURGESS BOUND VIA A TRIVIAL DELTA METHOD
KESHAV AGGARWAL, ROMAN HOLOWINSKY, YONGXIAO LIN, AND QINGFENG SUN
Abstract. Let g be a fixed Hecke cusp form for SLp2,Zq and χ be a primitive Dirichlet character of
conductor M . The best known subconvex bound for Lp1{2, g b χq is of Burgess strength. The bound was
proved by a couple of methods: shifted convolution sums and the Petersson/Kuznetsov formula analysis. It
is natural to ask what inputs are really needed to prove a Burgess-type bound on GLp2q. In this paper, we
give a new proof of the Burgess-type bounds Lp1{2, g b χq !g,ε M1{2´1{8`ε and Lp1{2, χq !ε M1{4´1{16`ε
that does not require the basic tools of the previous proofs and instead uses a trivial delta method.
1. Introduction and statement of results
Let g be a fixed Hecke cusp form on GLp2q and let χ be a primitive Dirichlet character modulo M .
Subconvex bounds for the twisted L-functions
Lps, g b χq “
8ÿ
n“1
λgpnqχpnq
ns
have been of interest for a while, with lots of applications. The strongest known bound is of Burgess quality
(in special cases better results than Burgess-type exponent are known). The first subconvex bound in the
conductor aspect was established by Burgess [4] for Dirichlet L-functions Lps, χq. For a primitive Dirichlet
character χ modulo M , Burgess proved
L
ˆ
1
2
, χ
˙
!ε M1{4´1{16`ε.(1)
A subconvex bound of such strength is called a Burgess bound. In the GLp2q setting, the Burgess bound for
an L-function of a Hecke cusp form g twisted by a primitive Dirichlet character χ of large conductor M is
L
ˆ
1
2
, g b χ
˙
!g,ε M1{2´1{8`ε.(2)
The first subconvex bound for L p1{2, g b χq was obtained by Duke, Friedlander, and Iwaniec [7], who studied
an amplified second moment and reduced the problem to treating shifted convolution sums of the formÿ
ℓ1m´ℓ2n“h
λgpmqλgpnq,
for which they invented the δ-symbol method in their name to deal with. Their approach gives
L
ˆ
1
2
, g b χ
˙
!g,ε M1{2´1{22`ε,
where g is a holomorphic cusp form on the full modular group. Bykovski˘ı [5], who embedded the L-function
L p1{2, g b χq in question into a larger family řg1PSpMq |Lp1{2, g1 b χq|2 (and with amplification) and treated
the later by applying the Petersson formula, where SpMq is an orthogonal basis of the space of holomorphic
cusp forms of levelM , was able to sharpen the bound of Duke, Friedlander, and Iwaniec to the Burgess quality
(2). Bykovski˘ı’s approach has the advantage of avoiding the treatment of shifted convolution sums and is
regarded as the simplest subconvex proof for this case for a while. For more general cusp forms g the bound
(2) was established by Blomer, Harcos, and Michel [3] under the Ramanujan conjecture, and subsequently
by Blomer and Harcos [2] unconditionally. This latter bound was generalized by Fouvry, Kowalski, and
Michel [8] to more general algebraic twists including the Dirichlet characters χ.
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It is then natural to ask: what inputs are really needed to prove a Burgess-type bound on GLp2q? Is
the shifted convolution sum treatment really needed? Is there anything special about the Petersson formula
analysis? Or is subconvexity, even with the strongest known exponent, a soft feature? In asking these
questions, we were able to find a proof that requires none of the tools required by the previous works. We
came across this argument through a careful analysis of Munshi’s GLp2q δ-symbol proof in [18].
In a series of papers [16,17], Munshi introduced a novel GLp2q Petersson δ-symbol method to prove level
aspect subconvex bounds for GLp3q L-functions. In a recent paper [18], he demonstrated that the GLp2q
δ-symbol method can also be applied to the classical setting of Dirichlet L-functions as well as Lps, g b χq
and re-established the bounds (1) and (2) simultaneously.
While studying the works of Munshi, Holowinsky and Nelson [10] discovered the following key identity
hidden within Munshi’s proof [17],
χpnq “ M
Rgχ¯
8ÿ
r“1
χprqe
´nr¯
M
¯
V
´ r
R
¯
´ 1
gχ¯
ÿ
r‰0
Sχpr, n;MqpV ˆ r
M{R
˙
.
Here gχ is the Gauss sum, Sχpr, n;Mq is the generalized Kloosterman sum, pV is the Fourier transform of
the Schwartz function V which is supported on r1, 2s and is normalized such that pV p0q “ 1, and R ą 0
is a parameter. This allowed them to produce a method which removed the use of the GLp2q δ-symbol
and establish a stronger subconvex bound. Subsequently, Lin [12] was able to generalize the identity in
the application to the subconvexity problem in both the Dirichlet character twist and t-aspect case via the
identity
χpnqn´itVA
´ n
N
¯
“O
´
t1{2´A
¯
`
ˆ
2π
Mt
˙it
e
ˆ
t
2π
˙
M2t3{2
Ngχ¯
8ÿ
r“1
χprqe
ˆ
nr¯
M
˙
r´ite
ˆ
´ n
Mr
˙
V
ˆ
r
N{Mt
˙
´
ˆ
2π
N
˙it
e
ˆ
t
2π
˙
t1{2
gχ¯
ÿ
r‰0
Sχpr, n;Mq
ż
R
V pxqx´ite
ˆ
´ nt
Nx
˙
e
ˆ
´ rNx
M2t
˙
dx.
Here n — N , A ě 1 is any integer, VApxq is a smooth compactly supported function with bounded derivatives.
With this approach, Lin [12] obtained the following bound
L
ˆ
1
2
` it, π b χ
˙
!π,εpMp|t| ` 1qq3{4´1{36`ε,
for π being a fixed Hecke–Maass cusp form for SLp3,Zq.
In this paper, we demonstrate that one is again able to remove the GLp2q δ-symbol method and replace
it in our subconvexity problem by the following trivial key identity,
δpn “ 0q “ 1
q
ÿ
c|q
ÿ
a mod c
pa,cq“1
e
´an
c
¯
, when q ą |n|,
where δpn “ 0q denotes the Kronecker delta symbol. We shall establish the following bounds.
Theorem 1.1. Let g be a fixed Hecke cusp form for SLp2,Zq and χ be a primitive Dirichlet character modulo
a prime M . For any ε ą 0,
L
ˆ
1
2
, g b χ
˙
!g,ε M1{2´1{8`ε.
Theorem 1.2. Let χ be a primitive Dirichlet character modulo a prime M . For any ε ą 0,
L
ˆ
1
2
, χ
˙
!ε M1{4´1{16`ε.
Our approach is more direct. Neither the treatment of shifted convolution sums nor the use of the
Petersson/Kuznetsov formula, is needed. We should point out that in Burgess’ proof in [4] he appealed to
estimates from algebraic geometry, which follow from Weil’s proof of the Riemann hypothesis for curves over
finite fields. In our case, the algebraic geometry input that we use is the work [1] of Adolphson and Sperber
who proved their results in light of Deligne’s general results. We also remark that better bounds were known
for χ quadratic: Conrey and Iwaniec [6] proved that the Weyl-type bound L
`
1
2
, χ
˘ !ε M1{6`ε holds. This
bound was recently extended to any character χ by Petrow and Young [19, 20].
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2. Some Notations and Lemmas
For a smooth function V with bounded derivatives, we define its Fourier transform
pV pxq “ ż
R
V puqep´xuqdu.
Repeated integration by parts shows
(3) pV pxq !A p1` |x|q´A,
for any A ě 0.
Next, we collect some lemmas that we will use for the proof.
Lemma 2.1 (Trivial delta method). One has
(4) δpn ” m mod qq “ 1
q
ÿ
c|q
ÿ‹
a mod c
e
ˆ
apn´mq
c
˙
.
where the star over the inner sum denotes the sum is over pa, cq “ 1.
Lemma 2.2 (Voronoi summation formula, [11, Theorem A.4]). Let g be a Hecke cusp form of level 1 with
Fourier coefficients λgpnq. Let c P N and a P Z be such that pa, cq “ 1 and let W be a smooth compactly
supported function. For N ą 0,
8ÿ
n“1
λgpnqe
´an
c
¯
W
´ n
N
¯
“ Ipg;W, c,Nq ` N
c
ÿ
˘
8ÿ
n“1
λgpnqe
ˆ
¯an
c
˙|W˘g ˆnNc2
˙
,
where
Ipg;W, c,Nq “
#
N
c
ş8
0
plog xN ` 2γ ´ 2 log cqW pxqdx if λg is the divisor function τ,
0 otherwise.
Here γ is the Euler’s constant. |W˘g is an integral transform of W given by the following.
(1) If g is holomorphic of weight k, then
|W`g pyq “ ż 8
0
W pxq2πikJk´1p4π?yxqdx,
and |W´g “ 0.
(2) If g is a Maass form with p∆`λqg “ 0 and λ “ 1{4`r2, and εg is an eigenvalue under the reflection
operator, |W`g pyq “ ż 8
0
´πW pxq
sinπir
pJ2irp4π?yxq ´ J´2irp4π?yxqqdx,
and |W´g pyq “ ż 8
0
4εg coshpπrqW pxqK2irp4π?yxqdx.
If r “ 0,
|W`g pyq “ ż 8
0
´2πW pxqY0p4π?yxqdx and |W´g pyq “ ż 8
0
4εgW pxqK0p4π?yxqdx.
(3) When λgpnq “ τpnq is the divisor function,
|W`g pyq “ ż 8
0
´2πY0p4π?xyqdx and |W´g pyq “ ż 8
0
4K0p4π?yxqdx.
In each case, we have
(5) |W˘g pxq !A p1 ` |x|q´A,
for any A ě 0.
Very often we will use the following bound when g is a Maass form with Fourier coefficients λgpnq.
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Lemma 2.3 (Ramanujan bound on average). Let W be a smooth function with compact support contained
in Rą0, satisfying W
pjqpxq !j 1. Then
(6)
8ÿ
n“1
|λgpnq|W
´ n
X
¯
!g X.
This follows from the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and the Rankin–Selberg estimate
ř
nďX |λgpnq|2 !g X
(see [15]).
3. Sketch of the proof
Since there are quite a few auxiliary parameters involved in our proof, some are essential while others are
not, in this section we provide a quick sketch to guide the reader through the essential part of our argument.
For χ modM , we start with the following sum
SpNq :“
ÿ
n„N
λgpnqχpnq,
where the sum is interpreted with a smooth function which controls the support being attached. Through
out this section we will not display the smooth test functions in each transformations. We will focus on the
generic term, ignoring various error terms whose contributions are not essential. Our goal is to beat the
convexity bound OpNq of SpNq.
We let P,L " 1 be two parameters such that PM " NL. By using the Hecke relation λgpnℓq « λgpnqλgpℓq
and the approximation
δpn, rℓq « 1
pM
ÿ‹
αppMq
e
ˆ
αpn´ rℓq
pM
˙
,
we can write
SpNq “ 1
L
ÿ
ℓ„L
λgpℓq
ÿ
n„Nℓ
λgpnq
ÿ
r„N
χprqδpn, rℓq
« 1
L
ÿ
ℓ„L
λgpℓq
ÿ
n„NL
λgpnq
ÿ
r„N
χprq 1
P
ÿ
p„P
1
pM
ÿ‹
αppMq
e
ˆ
αpn´ rℓq
pM
˙
« 1
P 2ML
ÿ
p„P
ÿ
ℓ„L
λgpℓq
ÿ‹
αppMq
ÿ
n„NL
λgpnqe
ˆ
αn
pM
˙ ÿ
r„N
χprqe
ˆ´αrℓ
pM
˙
.
Here p „ P and ℓ „ L denote primes in the dyadic intervals rP, 2P s and rL, 2Ls.
We then dualize the n and r sums using Voronoi summation and Poisson summation, respectively, getting
ÿ
n„NL
λgpnqe
ˆ
αn
pM
˙
Ø NL
pM
ÿ
n„P
2M2
NL
λgpnqe
ˆ´α¯n
pM
˙
and
ÿ
r„N
χprqe
ˆ´αrℓ
pM
˙
Ø N
pM
ÿ
răPM
N
ÿ
βppMq
χpβqe
ˆ´αβℓ
pM
˙
e
ˆ
βr
pM
˙
“ N
pM
ÿ
răPM
N
gχχppqχ¯pr ´ αℓq ¨ pδr”αℓ mod p.
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By splitting
ÿ‹
αppMq
into
ÿ‹
αpMq
and
ÿ‹
αppq
and putting things together, we get
SpNq “ 1
P 2ML
ÿ
p„P
ÿ
ℓ„L
λgpℓqNL
pM
ÿ
n„P
2M2
NL
λgpnq
¨ N
pM
ÿ
răPM
N
¨˝ÿ‹
αpMq
e
ˆ´α¯np¯
M
˙
gχχppqχ¯pr ´ αℓq‚˛¨ ÿ‹
αppq
ˆ
e
ˆ´α¯nM¯
p
˙
pδr”αℓ mod p
˙
« N
2
P 3M5{2
ÿ
n„P
2M2
NL
λgpnq
ÿ
p„P
χppq
ÿ
ℓ„L
λgpℓq
ÿ
răPM
N
e
ˆ´r¯nℓM¯
p
˙ ÿ‹
αpMq
e
ˆ´α¯nℓp¯
M
˙
χ¯pr ´ αq.
We then use Cauchy–Schwarz to remove the GLp2q coefficients λgpnq and get
SpNq ! N
2
P 3M5{2
¨˝ ÿ
n„P
2M2
NL
|λgpnq|2‚˛
1{2
¨˝ ÿ
n„P
2M2
NL
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
p„P
χppq
ÿ
ℓ„L
λgpℓq
ÿ
răPM
N
e
ˆ´r¯nℓM¯
p
˙ ÿ‹
αpMq
e
ˆ´α¯nℓp¯
M
˙
χ¯pr ´ αq
ˇˇˇˇ2‚˛1{2 .
Remark 3.1. The contribution from the “diagonal term” pp1, ℓ1, r1, α1q “ pp2, ℓ2, r2, α2q is given by
Sdiag ! N
2
P 3M5{2
P 2M2
NL
ˆ
PL
PM
N
M
˙1{2
! N
1{2M1{2
L1{2
,
which improves over the trivial bound OpMq as long as L has some size.
Opening the absolute valued square and switching the order of summations, we get
SpNq ! N
3{2
P 2M3{2L1{2
ˆ ÿ
p1,p2
χpp1qχ¯pp2q
ÿ
ℓ1,ℓ2
λgpℓ1qλgpℓ2q
ÿ
r1ă
PM
N
ÿ
r2ă
PM
N
ÿ‹
α1pMq
ÿ‹
α2pMq
χ¯pr1 ´ α1qχpr2 ´ α2q
ÿ
n„P
2M2
NL
e
ˆ´r1nℓ1M¯
p1
` r2nℓ2M¯
p2
˙
e
ˆ´α1nℓ1p1
M
` α2nℓ2p2
M
˙˙1{2
.
The n-sum in the second line above, by applying Poisson summation, isÿ
n„P
2M2
NL
p¨ ¨ ¨ q ØP
2M2
NL
1
p1p2M
ÿ
n!
p1p2M
P2M2{NL
ÿ
βpp1p2q
e
ˆ
βp´r1ℓ1p2 ` r2ℓ2p1 ` nqM¯
p1p2
˙
ÿ
γpMq
e
ˆ
γp´α1ℓ1p1 ` α2ℓ2p2 ` np1p2q
M
˙
“P
2M2
NL
ÿ
n!NL
M
δ´r1ℓ1p2`r2ℓ2p1`n”0 mod p1p2 ¨ δα2”ℓ2p1α1ℓ1p2´n modM .
Plugging this back to the previous estimate, we obtain
SpNq ! N
PM1{2L
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
p1,p2
χpp1qχ¯pp2q
ÿ
ℓ1,ℓ2
λgpℓ1qλgpℓ2q
ÿ
r1,r2ă
PM
N
ÿ
n!NL
M
δ´r1ℓ1p2`r2ℓ2p1`n”0 mod p1p2
¨
ÿ‹
αpMq
χ¯pr1 ´ αqχ
`
r2 ´ ℓ2p1α¯ℓ1p2 ´ n
˘ ˇˇˇˇ1{2
.
(7)
The contribution from the zero-frequency n “ 0 will essentially correspond to the diagonal contribution
Sdiag ! N
1{2M1{2
L1{2
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in Remark 3.1.
For n ‰ 0, assuming the parameters pp1, ℓ1, r1, p2, ℓ2, r2q are in the generic position, then by appealing to
Weil’s theory, one has
(8)
1
M1{2
ÿ‹
αpMq
χ¯pr1 ´ αqχ
`
r2 ´ ℓ2p1α¯ℓ1p2 ´ n
˘ ! 1.
Hence the contribution Soff from the non-zero frequencies n ‰ 0 is given by
Soff ! N
PM1{2L
ˆ
P 2L2
PM
N
PM
N
NL
M
M1{2
1
P 2
˙1{2
! N1{2M1{4L1{2.
In conclusion, we obtain
SpNq ! Sdiag ` Soff ! N
1{2M1{2
L1{2
`N1{2M1{4L1{2.
By choosing L “M1{4 and P ą N
M3{4
we obtain
SpNq ! N1{2M3{8,
which will imply the Burgess bound as stated in Theorem 1.1.
Remark 3.2. One can interpret the left hand side of (8) as a Frobenius trace function Kpnq (depending
on pp1, ℓ1, r1, p2, ℓ2, r2q) modulo M . In order to improve the Burgess bound, one might think to improve the
bound (8) “on average”, by taking advantage of the extra summation over n in (7). But this is difficult since
the length of the summation is below the Polya´–Vinogradov range.
4. The set-up
For any N ě 1, define the following sum
(9) SpNq “
8ÿ
n“1
λgpnqχpnqW
´ n
N
¯
,
where W is a smooth bump function supported on r1, 2s with W pjqpxq !j 1. Estimating the sum trivially
with (6) gives the bound SpNq !ε N1`ε. Using an approximate functional equation of Lps, g b χq, one can
derive the following.
Lemma 4.1. For any 0 ă δ ă 1, we have
L
ˆ
1
2
, g b χ
˙
!M ε sup
N
|SpNq|?
N
`M1{2´δ{2`ε,
where the supremum is taken over N in the range M1´δ ă N ăM1`ε.
From the above lemma, it suffices to improve the bound SpNq !ε N1`ε in the range M1´δ ă N ăM1`ε,
where δ ą 0 is a constant to be chosen later.
Let L be the set of primes ℓ in the dyadic interval rL, 2Ls, where L ă M1´ε is a parameter to be
determined later. Denote L‹ “ řℓPL |λgpℓq|2. Then L‹ — LlogL , as the following argument shows. For ε ą 0,ÿ
ℓPL
|λgpℓq|2 — 1
logL
ÿ
ℓPL
plog ℓq|λgpℓq|2 “ 1
logL
2Lÿ
n“L
Λpnq|λgpnq|2 `O
`
L1´ε
˘
,
where Λpnq is the Von Mangoldt function. By the prime number theorem for automorphic representations
(see [14, Corollary 1.2]), we have
ř
Lďnď2L Λpnq|λgpnq|2 „ L. Thus
L‹ “
ÿ
ℓPL
|λgpℓq|2 — L
logL
.
Similarly, we let P be a parameter and P be the set of primes p in the dyadic interval rP, 2P s. Denote
P ‹ “ řpPP 1 — PlogP . We will choose P and L so that P X L “ H.
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Let p P P , n — NL and r — N . For ε ą 0 and PM " pNLq1`ε, the condition n “ rℓ is equivalent to the
congruence n ” rℓ mod pM . Since N ăM1`ε, we assume that,
(10) P " L1`ε.
Therefore, under the assumption
PM " pNLq1`ε,
by using the detection (4) with q “ pM , the main sum of interest SpNq defined in (9) can be expressed as
SpNq “ 1
L‹
ÿ
ℓPL
λgpℓq
8ÿ
n“1
λgpnqW
´ n
Nℓ
¯ 8ÿ
r“1
χprqV
´ r
N
¯
δpn “ rℓq
´ n
rℓ
¯iv
`O
ˆ
N1`ε
L
˙
“ 1
L‹P ‹
ÿ
ℓPL
λgpℓq
ÿ
pPP
1
pM
ÿ
c|pM
ÿ‹
α mod c
8ÿ
n“1
λgpnqe
´αn
c
¯´ n
Nℓ
¯iv
W
´ n
Nℓ
¯
ˆ
8ÿ
r“1
χprqe
ˆ´αrℓ
c
˙´ r
N
¯´iv
V
´ r
N
¯
`O
ˆ
N1`ε
L
˙
.
(11)
Here V is a smooth function supported on r1{2, 3s, constantly 1 on r1, 2s and satisfies V pjqpxq !j 1, and
λgpℓq denotes τpℓq´1 when λg is the divisor function τ , and
(12) v :“M ε.
The error term O
`
N1`εL´1
˘
arises from the Hecke relation λgprℓq “ λgprqλgpℓq ´ δℓ|rλgp1qλgpr{ℓq.
Remark 4.2. (1) The point of introducing the extra pn{rℓqiv factor with v “ M ε is to insure that, after
applying Voronoi and Poisson summations, in (15) the dual n and r summations are essentially supported
on dyadic intervals, which would help simplify the subsequent counting arguments.
(2) The extra sum over ℓ is reminiscent of the amplification technique in [7] (see also [10,12,18]). Without
introducing it we will be at the threshold to beat the convexity bound (cf. Remark 3.1).
Our strategy then is to apply dual summation formulas to the n and r-sums, followed by applications
of Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and Poisson summation to the n-sum. A careful analysis of the resulting
congruence conditions together with Deligne’s theory of exponential sums yields the final bounds.
5. Application of dual summation formulas
We start with an application of the Voronoi summation formula (Lemma 2.2) to the n-sum in equation
(11). Then,
SpNq “Ig“τ ` N
L‹P ‹
ÿ
˘
ÿ
ℓPL
λgpℓqℓ
ÿ
pPP
1
pM
ÿ
c|pM
1
c
8ÿ
n“1
λgpnq|W˘v,g ˆ nc2{Nℓ
˙
ˆ
8ÿ
r“1
χprqSprℓ,˘n; cq
´ r
N
¯´iv
V
´ r
N
¯
`O
ˆ
N1`ε
L
˙
,
(13)
where Ig“τ vanishes if g is a cusp form, otherwise it is given by
Ig“τ “ N
L‹P ‹
ÿ
ℓPL
λgpℓqℓ
ÿ
pPP
1
pM
ÿ
c|pM
1
c
ÿ‹
α mod c
8ÿ
r“1
χprqe
ˆ´αrℓ
c
˙´ r
N
¯´iv
V
´ r
N
¯
ˆ
ż 8
0
plog x` 2γ ` logNℓ´ 2 log cqWvpxqdx.
Here |W˘v,g denotes the Hankel transform of the function Wvpyq :“ yivW pyq, defined in Lemma 2.2. By
performing a stationary phase argument, the function |W˘v,gpxq is negligibly small, unless x — v2 “M2ε (for
a proof see [13, Lemma 3.3]). Hence the n-variable in (13) is supported on n — c2v2
Nℓ
.
Next, we apply Poisson summation to the r-sums in (13). We introduce a few notations. For a, b P Z, we
let ra, bs be the lcm of a and b; let pa, bq be the gcd of a and b, and let ab “ a{pa, bq. We note that if a is
squarefree, then pb, abq “ 1.
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Writing Sprℓ,˘n; cq “
ÿ‹
α mod c
e
`
¯αn´αrℓ
c
˘
, the r-sums in (13) are given by
ÿ
rě1
χprqe
ˆ´αrℓ
c
˙´ r
N
¯´iv
V
´ r
N
¯
.
Breaking the sum modulo rc,M s and applying the Poisson summation formula, the r-sum becomes
(14)
N
rc,M s
ÿ
rPZ
¨˝ ÿ
β mod rc,Ms
χpβqe
ˆ´αβℓ
c
˙
e
ˆ
rβ
rc,M s
˙‚˛xVv ˆ rNrc,M s
˙
,
where Vvpyq :“ y´ivV pyq and xVv denotes the Fourier transform of Vv.
Using the relation rc,M s “McM and reciprocity, the β-sum can be rewritten as
ÿ
β modM
χpβqe
ˆ pr ´ αℓMcqcMβ
M
˙
ˆ
ÿ
β mod cM
e
ˆpr ´ αℓMcqMβ
cM
˙
“χ¯ppr ´ αℓMcqcM qgχ ˆ cMδpr ´ αℓMc ” 0 mod cM q,
where gχ is the Gauss sum. By (3), one can truncate the r-sum at |r| ! rc,M sNε{N , up to a negligible
error. Therefore (14) becomes
Ngχ
M
ÿ
|r|!rc,MsNε{N
r´αℓMc”0 mod cM
χ¯ppr ´ αℓMcqcM qxVv ˆ rNrc,M s
˙
`OpN´2018q.
Substituting the above expression into (13), we arrive at
SpNq “Mg“τ ` N
2gχ
ML‹P ‹
ÿ
˘
ÿ
ℓPL
λgpℓqℓ
ÿ
pPP
1
pM
ÿ
c|pM
1
c
ÿ‹
α mod c
8ÿ
n“1
λgpnqe
ˆ
¯αn
c
˙|W˘v,g ˆ nc2{Nℓ
˙
ÿ
|r|!rc,MsNε{N
r´αℓMc”0 mod cM
χ¯ppr ´ αℓMcqcM qxVv ˆ rNrc,M s
˙
`O
ˆ
N1`ε
L
˙
.
(15)
The term Mg“τ vanishes if g is a cusp form. Otherwise it is given by
Mg“τ “ N
2gχ
ML‹P ‹
ÿ
ℓPL
λgpℓqℓ
ÿ
pPP
1
pM
ÿ
c|pM
1
c
ÿ‹
α mod c
ÿ
|r|!rc,MsNε{N
r´αℓMc”0 mod cM
χ¯ppr ´ αℓMcqcM qxVv ˆ rNrc,M s
˙
ˆ
ż 8
0
plog x` 2γ ` logNℓ´ 2 log cqWvpxqdx
!NpPMq
ε
?
MLP
ÿ
1ďℓď2L
|λgpℓq|ℓ
!pPMLqε NL
PM1{2
.
(16)
The last inequality is deduced by an application of Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and lemma 2.3. We similarly
bound the sums in (15) corresponding to c “ 1, p,M . When c “ 1, we get arbitrarily small contribution
because of the weight functions |W˘. When c “ p, we again get arbitrarily small contribution (because of
the weight functions |W˘) since we will choose P such that
(17) P 2 ăM1´δL.
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When c “M , we have
N2gχ
ML‹P ‹
ÿ
˘
ÿ
ℓPL
λgpℓqℓ
ÿ
pPP
1
pM2
8ÿ
n“1
λgpnq|W˘v,g ˆ nM2{Nℓ
˙
ˆ
ÿ
|r|!MNε{N
˜ ÿ‹
α modM
χ¯pr ´ αℓqe
ˆ
¯αn
M
˙¸xVv ˆrN
M
˙
!pPMLqεM
P
.
(18)
This bound is obtained by making use of Lemma A.1 to get
ÿ‹
α modM
χ¯pr ´ αℓqe `¯αn
M
˘ ! M1{2. Therefore
from (15), (16) and (18), we obtain,
(19) SpNq “ S‹pNq `O
ˆ
pPMLqε
ˆ
NL
PM1{2
` M
P
` N
L
˙˙
under the condition P 2 ăM1´δL, where
S‹pNq “ N
2gχ
M3L‹P ‹
ÿ
˘
ÿ
ℓPL
λgpℓqℓ
ÿ
pPP
χppq
p2
8ÿ
n“1
λgpnq|W˘v,g ˆ np2M2{Nℓ
˙
ˆ
ÿ
|r|!pMNε{N
˜ ÿ‹
α mod pM
χ¯pr ´ αℓqe
ˆ
¯ αn
pM
˙
δpr ´ αℓ ” 0 mod pq
¸xVv ˆ rN
pM
˙
`OpN´2018q.
Since pp,Mq “ 1, the sum
ÿ‹
α mod pM
χ¯pr ´ αℓqe
´
¯ αn
pM
¯
δpr ´ αℓ ” 0 mod pq factors as
ÿ‹
α modM
χ¯pr ´ αℓqe
ˆ
¯αpn
M
˙
ˆ
ÿ‹
α mod p
e
ˆ
¯αMn
p
˙
δpr ´ αℓ ” 0 mod pq
“ e
ˆ
¯rMnℓ
p
˙ ÿ‹
α modM
χ¯pr ´ αℓqe
ˆ
¯αpn
M
˙
,
Since pr, pq “ 1, we have r ‰ 0. Moreover, it suffices to estimate the ‘minus’ term of S‹pNq since the
estimates of the ‘plus’ terms will be similar. By abuse of notation, we write |W´v,g as |Wv. Then,
S‹pNq “ N
2gχ
L‹P ‹M3
8ÿ
n“1
λgpnq
ÿ
ℓPL
λgpℓqℓ
ÿ
pPP
χppq
p2
ÿ
pr,pq“1
e
ˆ´r¯nℓM¯
p
˙
ÿ‹
αpMq
χ¯pr ` αqe
ˆ
α¯nℓp¯
M
˙xVv ˆ r
pM{N
˙|Wv ˆ n
p2M2{Nℓ
˙
.
Munshi treated a sum similar to ours in [18, P.13]. For the sake of completeness, we will carry out the
details, but our arguments closely follow that of Munshi [18, Section 7].
Remark 5.1. (1) At this stage, if we estimate the sum S‹pNq directly (with the help of Lemma A.1), we
would get
S‹pNq ! NεN
2M1{2
LPM3
P 2M2
NL
L2
1
P
PM
N
M1{2 ! NεPM.
This falls short of OpPMηq from the target bound OpM1´ηq. In the sequel, we will use Cauchy–Schwarz to
smooth the n-variable and apply Poisson summation thereafter to obtain extra saving.
(2) It is natural to try to compare our method to that used by [5], and by [2, 8]. The ingredients are
similar, the results are the same, and both methods work by embedding the modular form g in question into
some larger space of cusp forms on Γ0pMq and averaging, in our case indirectly via the Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality, in [2,5,8]’s case more directly via the Petersson formula. We thank Paul Nelson for pointing out
this analogy.
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6. Cauchy–Schwarz and Poisson Summation
In the following, whenever we need to bound the Fourier coefficients λgpnq for g a Maass form, we
simply apply the Rankin–Selberg estimate
ř
nďX |λgpnq|2 ! X , as a substitute of the Ramanujan bound for
individual coefficients. Recall from the test function|Wv we know that the n-sum is supported on n „ p2M2v2Nℓ .
We set
N0 “ p
2M2v2
NL
.
Up to an arbitrarily small error, we arrive at
S‹pNq ! N
2`ε
L‹P ‹M5{2
ÿ
n
|λgpnq|U
ˆ
n
N0
˙ ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
ℓPL
λgpℓqℓ
ÿ
pPP
χppq
p2
ÿ
pr,pq“1
e
ˆ´r¯nℓM¯
p
˙
ÿ‹
αpMq
χ¯pr ` αqe
ˆ
α¯nℓp¯
M
˙xVv ˆ r
pM{N
˙|Wv ˆ n
p2M2{Nℓ
˙ ˇˇˇˇ
.
Here U is a smooth function with compact support contained in Rą0. Applying the Cauchy–Schwarz in-
equality to the n-sum and using the Ramanujan bound on average,
S‹pNq !pNMLqε N
2
LPM5{2
N
1{2
0 S
‹pN,N0q1{2 `N´2018,(20)
where
S‹pN,N0q “
ÿ
n
U
ˆ
n
N0
˙ ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
ℓPL
λgpℓqℓ
ÿ
pPP
χppq
p2
ÿ
pr,pq“1
e
ˆ´r¯nℓM¯
p
˙
ˆ
ÿ‹
αpMq
χ¯pr ` αqe
ˆ
α¯nℓp¯
M
˙xVv ˆ r
pM{N
˙|Wv ˆ n
p2M2{Nℓ
˙ ˇˇˇˇ2
.
Opening the square above and switching the order of summations, it suffices to bound the following
S‹pN,N0q “
ÿ
ℓ1PL
λgpℓ1qℓ1
ÿ
ℓ2PL
λgpℓ2qℓ2
ÿ
p1PP
ÿ
p2PP
χpp1qχ¯pp2q
pp1p2q2ÿ
pr1,p1q“1
ÿ
pr2,p2q“1
xVv ˆ r1
p1M{N
˙xVv ˆ r2
p2M{N
˙ ÿ‹
α1pMq
χ¯pr1 ` α1q
ÿ‹
α2pMq
χpr2 ` α2q ˆT,
(21)
with
T “
8ÿ
n“1
e
ˆ´r1nℓ1M¯
p1
˙
e
ˆ
r2nℓ2M¯
p2
˙
e
ˆ
α1nℓ1p1 ´ α2nℓ2p2
M
˙
ˆ U
ˆ
n
N0
˙|Wv ˆ n
p21M
2{Nℓ1
˙|Wv ˆ n
p22M
2{Nℓ2
˙
.
We note that one can truncate the r1, r2-sums in (21) at |r1|, |r2| ! Nε PMN , at the cost of a negligible
error. For smaller values of r1 and r2, we will use the trivial bounds xVv ´ r1p1M{N ¯ ,xVv ´ r2p2M{N ¯ ! 1.
Breaking the above n-sum modulo p1p2M and applying Poisson summation to it,
T “ N0
p1p2M
ÿ
n
ÿ
b mod p1p2M
e
ˆ´r1bℓ1M
p1
˙
e
ˆ
r2bℓ2M
p2
˙
e
ˆ
α1bℓ1p1 ´ α2bℓ2p2
M
˙
e
ˆ
bn
p1p2M
˙
J
ˆ
n
p1p2M{N0
˙
,
where
J
ˆ
n
p1p2M{N0
˙
:“
ż
R
Upxqe
ˆ
´ nN0x
p1p2M
˙|Wv ˆ xN0
p21M
2{Nℓ1
˙|Wv ˆ xN0
p22M
2{Nℓ2
˙
dx.
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The integral J
´
n
p1p2M{N0
¯
gives arbitrarily power saving in N if |n| " Nε p1p2M
N0
. Hence we can truncate
the dual n-sum at
(22) |n| ! Nε NL
Mv2
,
at the cost of a negligible error. For smaller values of n, we use the trivial bound J
´
n
p1p2M{N0
¯
! 1. Since
pp1p2,Mq “ 1, we apply reciprocity to write
T “ N0
p1p2M
ÿ
n
ÿ
b mod p1p2
e
ˆp´r1ℓ1p2 ` r2ℓ2p1 ` nqMb
p1p2
˙
ˆ
ÿ
b modM
e
ˆ pα1ℓ1p2 ´ α2ℓ2p1 ` nqp1p2b
M
˙
J
ˆ
n
p1p2M{N0
˙
“N0
ÿ
|n|!Nε
p1p2M
N0
´r1ℓ1p2`r2ℓ2p1`n”0 mod p1p2
pα1ℓ1p2`n,Mq“1
δpα2 ” ℓ2p1pα1ℓ1p2 ` nq modMqJ
ˆ
n
p1p2M{N0
˙
`OpN´20180q.
We must clarify that ri is the inverse of ri mod pi (and not mod p1p2). Substituting the above into (21),
S‹pN,N0q !N0
ÿ
ℓ1PL
ˇˇˇ
λgpℓ1qℓ1
ˇˇˇ ÿ
ℓ2PL
|λgpℓ2qℓ2|
ÿ
p1PP
ÿ
p2PP
1
pp1p2q2ÿ
0‰|r1|!R
pr1,p1q“1
ÿ
0‰|r2|!R
pr2,p2q“1
ÿ
|n|!Nε
p1p2M
N0
´r1ℓ1p2`r2ℓ2p1`n”0 mod p1p2
|C| `N´2018,
where
(23) C “
ÿ‹
α modM
pα¯ℓ1p2`n,Mq“1
χ¯pr1 ` αqχ
ˆ
r2 ` ℓ2p1pαℓ1p2 ` nq
˙
,
and
R :“ NεPM{N.
When ℓ1 ‰ ℓ2, we apply the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality to the ℓi-sums to get rid of the Fourier coefficients
λgpℓiq by using the Ramanujan bound on average. Then,
S‹pN,N0q ! S‹0pN,N0q ` S‹1pN,N0q `N´2018
where
S‹0pN,N0q “ N0
ÿ
ℓPL
|λgpℓq|2ℓ2
ÿ
p1PP
ÿ
p2PP
1
pp1p2q2
ÿ
0‰|r1|!R
pr1,p1q“1
ÿ
0‰|r2|!R
pr2,p2q“1
ÿ
|n|!Nε
p1p2M
N0
´r1ℓp2`r2ℓp1`n”0 mod p1p2
|C| ,
and
S‹1pN,N0q “ N0L1`ε
ˆ ÿ
ℓ1PL
ÿ
ℓ2PL
ℓ1‰ℓ2
ℓ21ℓ
2
2
„ ÿ
p1PP
ÿ
p2PP
1
pp1p2q2
ˆ
ÿ
0‰|r1|!R
pr1,p1q“1
ÿ
0‰|r2|!R
pr2,p2q“1
ÿ
|n|!Nε
p1p2M
N0
´r1ℓ1p2`r2ℓ2p1`n”0 mod p1p2
|C|
2˙1{2
.
We will choose P ăM1´δ´ε, so that R ăM and therefore pr1r2,Mq “ 1. The remaining task is to count
the number of points satisfying the congruence conditions and bounding the sums.
We divide our analysis into cases and write S‹0pN,N0q ! N0p∆1`∆2q and S‹1pN,N0q ! N0LεpΣ1`Σ2q1{2.
The contribution of the terms with n ” 0 mod M is given by ∆1 and Σ1, and the contribution of the terms
with n ı 0 modM is given by ∆2 and Σ2, with ∆i and Σj appropriately defined.
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6.1. n ” 0 modM . For the sum (23), Lemma A.2 (with the parameter pα, βq “ pℓ2p1, ℓ1p2q being applied)
shows that
C “ χpℓ2p1ℓ2p1qRM pr2 ´ r1ℓ2p1ℓ1p2q ´ χpr2r1q “
#
OpMq, if r2ℓ1p2 ” r1ℓ2p1 mod M
Op1q, otherwise.
According to r2ℓ1p2 ” r1ℓ2p1 modM or not, we write
∆1 “ ∆10 `∆11 and Σ1 “ Σ10 ` Σ11,
where
∆10 :“
ÿ
ℓPL
|λgpℓq|2ℓ2
ÿ
p1PP
ÿ
p2PP
1
pp1p2q2
ÿ
0‰|r1|!R
pr1,p1q“1
ÿ
0‰|r2|!R
pr2,p2q“1
r2p2”r1p1 modM
ÿ
|n|!Nε
p1p2M
N0
´r1ℓp2`r2ℓp1`n”0 mod p1p2
n”0 modM
M,
and
Σ10 :“ L2
ÿ
ℓ1PL
ÿ
ℓ2PL
ℓ1‰ℓ2
ℓ21ℓ
2
2
„ ÿ
p1PP
ÿ
p2PP
1
pp1p2q2
ÿ
0‰|r1|!R
pr1,p1q“1
ÿ
0‰|r2|!R
pr2,p2q“1
r2ℓ1p2”r1ℓ2p1 modM
ÿ
|n|!Nε
p1p2M
N0
´r1ℓ1p2`r2ℓ2p1`n”0 mod p1p2
n”0 modM
M
2
.
∆11 and Σ11 are the other pieces with the congruence condition r2ℓ1p2 ı r1ℓ2p1 modM . Opening the
square, we write Σ10 and Σ11 as a sum over ℓi, n, n
1, ri, r
1
i, pi, p
1
i for i “ 1, 2. Then, under the assumption
P 2L ă N1´ε, Lemmas A.3 and A.4 give
Σ10 ! pPMLqεL
6M4
P 4N2
and Σ11 ! pPMLqεL
8M4
N4P 4
ˆ
1` P
2
N0
˙2
,
∆10 ! pPMLqεL
3M2
P 2N
and ∆11 ! pPMLqεL
3M2
N2P 2
ˆ
1` P
2
N0
˙
.
(24)
6.2. n ı 0 modM . Lemma A.2 shows that
C “
#
OpMq, if r1 ´ n¯ℓ1p2 ” r2 ` n¯ℓ2p1 ” 0 modM
OpM1{2q, otherwise.
According to r1 ´ n¯ℓ1p2 ” r2 ` n¯ℓ2p1 ” 0 modM or not, we write
∆2 “ ∆20 `∆21 and Σ2 “ Σ20 ` Σ21,
where
∆20 :“
ÿ
ℓPL
|λgpℓq|2ℓ2
ÿ
p1PP
ÿ
p2PP
1
pp1p2q2
ÿ
0‰|r1|!R
pr1,p1q“1
ÿ
0‰|r2|!R
pr2,p2q“1
ÿ
|n|!Nε
p1p2M
N0
´r1ℓp2`r2ℓp1`n”0 mod p1p2
nı0 modM
r1´n¯ℓp2”r2`n¯ℓp1”0 modM
M,
and
Σ20 :“ L2
ÿ
ℓ1PL
ÿ
ℓ2PL
ℓ1‰ℓ2
ℓ21ℓ
2
2
„ ÿ
p1PP
ÿ
p2PP
1
pp1p2q2
ÿ
0‰|r1|!R
pr1,p1q“1
ÿ
0‰|r2|!R
pr2,p2q“1
ÿ
|n|!Nε
p1p2M
N0
´r1ℓ1p2`r2ℓ2p1`n”0 mod p1p2
nı0 modM
r1´n¯ℓ1p2”r2`n¯ℓ2p1”0 modM
M
2
.
∆21 and Σ21 are the other pieces. Opening the square, we write Σ20 and Σ21 as a sum over ℓi, n, n
1, ri, r
1
i, pi, p
1
i
for i “ 1, 2. Then, from Lemmas A.5 and A.6
Σ20 ! pPMLqεL
6M4
P 4N2
and Σ21 ! pPMLqεL
8M5
N4P 4
ˆ
1` P
2M
N0
˙2
,
∆20 ! pPMLqεL
3M2
P 2N
and ∆21 ! pPMLqεL
3M5{2
N2P 2
ˆ
1` P
2M
N0
˙
.
(25)
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6.3. Conclusion. The bounds (24) and (25) imply
S‹pN,N0q ! pPMLqεN0
„
L3M2
P 2N
` L
4M5{2
N2P 2
ˆ
1` P
2M
N0
˙
.
Inserting this into (20),
S‹pNq ! pPMLqε
„
N1{2M1{2v2
L1{2
`M3{4 `N1{2L1{2M1{4v

.
Recalling that v “M ε (12), and inserting the above into (19),
SpNq
N1{2
! pPMLqε
„
N1{2L
PM1{2
` M
PN1{2
` M
1{2
L1{2
` M
3{4
N1{2
` L1{2M1{4

.
The first term is small. Comparing the rest of the terms and the trivial bound of N1{2, the optimal choices
of parameters turn out to be P “ M1{4`ε and L “ P 1´ε. Therefore the conditions in (10), (17) and (27)
are satisfied. In that case,
SpNq
N1{2
!M ε
ˆ
M3{4
N1{2
`M3{8
˙
.
It therefore makes sense to take N ąM3{4. For N !M3{4, we use the trivial bound of N1{2. We obtain
L
ˆ
1
2
, g b χ
˙
!M3{8`ε.
That proves Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2.
Appendix A. Shifted character sums and counting lemmas
For this section, let M ą 3 be a prime and define
K “
ÿ
zPFˆ
M
χ¯pr ` ℓzqe
ˆ
nz
M
˙
, pℓ,Mq “ 1, n, r, ℓ P Z.
Lemma A.1. Suppose that pr,Mq “ 1. If M |n, then K “ ´χ¯prq. If M ∤ n, then
K !M1{2.
Proof. For M |n, trivial. If M ∤ n, by the Fourier expansion of χ in terms of additive characters
χpaq “ g´1χ¯
ÿ
y modM
χ¯pyqe
´ay
M
¯
,(26)
we have
K “ g´1χ
ÿ
y,zPFˆ
M
χpyqe
ˆ
ry ` ℓyz ` nz
M
˙
.
Then the bound follows from [1, Corollary 4.3]. 
We define
C “
ÿ
zPFˆ
M
pn`βz,Mq“1
χ¯pr1 ` zqχ
ˆ
r2 ` αpn` βzq
˙
, pαβ,Mq “ 1, n, r1, r2, α, β P Z.
Lemma A.2. Suppose that pr1r2,Mq “ 1. If M |n, we have
C “ χpαβqRM pr2 ´ r1αβq ´ χpr2r1q,
where RM paq “
ř
zPFˆ
M
epaz{Mq is the Ramanujan sum. If M ∤ n and at least one of r1 ´ nβ and r2 ` nα
is nonzero in FM , then
C !M1{2.
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Finally, if n ‰ 0 and r1 ´ nβ “ r2 ` nα “ 0 in FM , then
C “
#
´χpnr2βq if χ is not a quadratic character,
χpnr2βqpM ´ 1q if χ is a quadratic character.
Proof. For M |n,
C “
ÿ
zPFM
χ¯pr1 ` zqχpr2 ` αβzq ´ χpr2r1q.
Then the first statement follows from (26). If M ∤ n, by making change of variables z Ñ nβz and z` 1Ñ z,
we have
C “
ÿ
zPFˆ
M
χ¯pr1 ` nβpz ´ 1qqχpr2 ` nαp1 ´ zqq ´ χpr2r1q.
Applying (26) again we get
C “ g´1χ g´1χ¯
ÿ
x,y,zPFˆ
M
χpxqχ¯pyqe
ˆpr1 ´ nβqx` pr2 ` nαqy ` nβxz ´ nαyz
M
˙
´ χpr2r1q.
Consider the Newton polyhedron ∆pfq of
fpx, y, zq “ pr1 ´ nβqx ` pr2 ` nαqy ` nβxz ´ nαyz´1 P FˆM rx, y, z, pxyzq´1s.
We separate into two cases.
(1) If r1´nβ “ 0 or r2`nα “ 0 in FM , then ∆pfq is the tetrahedron in R3 with vertices p0, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0q,
p1, 0, 1q, p0, 1,´1q or p0, 0, 0q, p1, 0, 0q, p1, 0, 1q, p0, 1,´1q. It is easy to check that f is nondegenerate
with respect to ∆pfq. By [1] (see also [9]), we have C !M1{2.
(2) If both r1 ´ nβ and r2 ` nα are nonzero in FM , then ∆pfq is the pentahedron in R3 with vertices
p0, 0, 0q, p1, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0q, p1, 0, 1q and p0, 1,´1q. The only face which fails to meet the criterion
for nondegeneracy is the quadrilateral one with polynomial fσpx, y, zq “ pr1 ´ nβqx` pr2 ` nαqy `
nβxz ´ nαyz´1 for which the locus of Bfσ{Bx “ Bfσ{By “ Bfσ{Bz “ 0 is empty in pFˆM q3 only
if n ı βr1 ´ αr2 modM . Therefore, for n ı βr1 ´ αr2 modM , we can apply the square-root
cancellation result in [1] or [9] to get C !M1{2.
For n ” βr1 ´ αr2 modM , we have r1 ´ nβ ” ´αr1nr2 modM and r2 ` nα ” βr2nr1 modM. By
changing variables xÑ xz and nxÑ x, ny Ñ y we obtain
C “g´1χ g´1χ¯
ÿ
x,y,zPFˆ
M
χpxqχ¯pyqχ¯pzqe
ˆ pr1r2x` yqpβr2r1 ´ αzq
M
˙
´ χpr2r1q.
Since χ is primitive, the sums over x and y vanishes if z ” αr1βr2 mod M . Thus we can make change of
variables pβr2r1 ´ αzqxÑ x and pβr2r1 ´ αzqy Ñ y to get
C “g´1χ g´1χ¯
ÿ
zPFˆ
M
zıαr1βr2 modM
χ¯pzq
ÿ
x,yPFˆ
M
χpxqχ¯pyqe
ˆ
r1r2x` y
M
˙
´ χpr2r1q
“ ´ χ2pr2r1qχpβαq ´ χpr2r1q.
Finally, if n ‰ 0 and r1 ´ nβ “ r2 ` nα “ 0 in FM ,
C “ χpnq
ÿ
zPFˆ
M
χ¯pr1 ` zqχ¯pn` βzqχpr2 ` nα` r2βznq
“ χpr2βq
ÿ
zPFˆ
M
χ¯pr1 ` zqχ¯pnz ` βq “ χpr2βq
ÿ
zPFM
z‰nβ
χ¯pr1 ´ nβ ` zqχ¯pnzq
“ χpnr2βq
ÿ
zPFM
z‰nβ
χ¯2pzq.
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If χ is not a quadratic character, then by orthogonality of characters, C “ ´χpnr2βq. If χ is a quadratic
character, then C “ χpnr2βqpM ´ 1q. 
Lemma A.3. Σ10 ! pPMLqε L6M4P 4N2 and ∆10 ! pPMLqε L
3M2
P 2N
.
Proof. We recall |r2| ă R :“ NεPM{N . Suppose
P 2L ! N1´ε.(27)
Then the congruence r2ℓ1p2 ” r1ℓ2p1 modM implies that r2ℓ1p2 “ r1ℓ2p1. Similarly, r12ℓ1p12 “ r11ℓ2p11.
Therefore fixing ℓ1, p2, r2 fixes ℓ2, p1, r1 up to factors of logM . If ℓ1 ‰ ℓ2, then the equality r12ℓ1p12 “ r11ℓ2p11
implies ℓ2|r12. That saves a factor of L in r12 sum. Further, for fixed p12, r12, there are only logM many p11, r11.
In the case ℓ1 “ ℓ2, the previous identities become r2p2 “ r1p1. Therefore fixing r2, p2 fixes r1, p1 up to
factors of logM .
Finally, the congruence conditions on r1, r2 and n can be combined to write
´r1ℓ1p2 ` r2ℓ2p1 ` n ” 0 mod p1p2M.
From (22), the n satisfies |n| ! N1`εL{M , which is smaller than the size of the modulus p1p2M . Therefore
for fixed ri, ℓi, pi, the n sum is at most singleton. Similarly, n
1 is at most a singleton. Therefore up to a
factor of pPMLqε,
Σ10 ! L5L2 1
P 3
R
1
P 3
R
L
M2 ! L
6M4
P 4N2
, and ∆10 ! L3 1
P 3
RM ! L
3M2
P 2N
.

Lemma A.4. Σ11 ! pPMLqε L8M4N4P 4
´
1` P 2
N0
¯2
and ∆11 ! pPMLqε L3M2N2P 2
´
1` P 2
N0
¯
.
Proof. We let the variables of summation ℓi, pi, ri, n to be the same as before. The expressions for ∆11 and Σ11
are the same as ∆10 and Σ10 with the condition r2ℓ1p2 ” r1ℓ2p1 modM replaced by r2ℓ1p2 ı r1ℓ2p1 modM .
First let ℓ1 ‰ ℓ2. If p1 ‰ p2, then pn, p1p2q “ 1, r1 ” nMℓ1p2 mod p1 and r2 ” ´nMℓ2p1 mod p2. Since
R " P , these congruence conditions therefore save a factor of OpP q in each ri-sum. Similarly we save a
factor of OpP q in each r1i sum. The congruence n ” 0 modM (resp n1 ” 0 modM) saves a factor of at most
M in the n-sum (resp n1-sum). If p1 “ p2 “ p, then the congruence conditions imply p|n. We already have
M |n. Recall from (22) the n-sum satisfies |n| ! N1`εL{M , which is smaller than pM by our choice of P and
L. Hence we have n “ 0. The remaining congruence condition r1ℓ2 ” r2ℓ1 mod p shows that fixing r1, ℓ2, ℓ1
saves a factor of OpP q in the r2-sum. The exact same savings follow for n1 and r12 sums. Also, the exact
same analysis as done for pi, ri, n-sums follows for the case ℓ1 “ ℓ2. Therefore up to a factor of pPMLqε,
Σ11 ! L8
„
1
P 2
R2
P 2
ˆ
1` P
2
N0
˙2
` L8
„
1
P 3
R2
P
2
! L
8M4
N4P 4
ˆ
1` P
2
N0
˙2
,
∆11 ! L3
„
1
P 2
R2
P 2
ˆ
1` P
2
N0
˙
` L3
„
1
P 3
R2
P

! L
3M2
N2P 2
ˆ
1` P
2
N0
˙
.

Lemma A.5. Σ20 ! pPMLqε L6M4P 4N2 and ∆20 ! pPMLqε L
3M2
P 2N
.
Proof. The congruence conditions on r1, r2 and n can be combined to write
´ℓ1p2 ` nr1 ” 0 mod p1M and ℓ2p1 ` nr2 ” 0 mod p2M.
By (22), we have |nR| ! NεPL ă PM1´ε. The congruence conditions therefore give equalities
nr1 “ ℓ1p2 and nr2 “ ´ℓ2p1,
n1r11 “ ℓ1p12 and n1r12 “ ´ℓ2p11.
Note that n “ ℓ1p2{r1 “ ´ℓ2p1{r2 implies ℓ1p2r2 “ ´ℓ2p1r1. Therefore fixing ℓ1, p2, r2 fixes ℓ2, p1, r1 up to
factors of logM . Similarly, n1 “ ℓ1p12{r11 “ ´ℓ2p11{r12, so that ℓ1p12r12 “ ´ℓ2p11r11. If ℓ1 ‰ ℓ2, then ℓ2|r12. That
saves a factor of L in r12 sum. Moreover for fixed ℓ1, p
1
2, r
1
2, there are only logM many p
1
1, r
1
1. Finally the
identities nr1 “ ℓ1p2 and n1r11 “ ℓ1p12 fix n and n1.
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In the case ℓ1 “ ℓ2, the previous identities become r2p2 “ ´r1p1. Therefore fixing r2, p2 fixes r1, p1 up to
factors of logM . Finally the identity nr1 “ ℓp2 fixes n. Therefore up to a factor of pPMLqε,
Σ20 ! L5L2 1
P 3
R
1
P 3
R
L
M2 ! L
6M4
P 4N2
, and ∆20 ! L3 1
P 3
RM ! L
3M2
P 2N
.

Lemma A.6. Σ21 ! pPMLqε L8M5N4P 4
´
1` P 2M
N0
¯2
and ∆21 ! pPMLqε L3M5{2N2P 2
´
1` P 2M
N0
¯
.
Proof. When p1 ‰ p2, the congruence ´r1ℓ1p2 ` r2ℓ2p1 ` n ” 0pp1p2q implies that pn, p1p2q “ 1. Moreover,
for fixed n, pi and ℓi, i “ 1, 2,
r1 ” nℓ1p2 mod p1 and r2 ” ´nℓ2p1 mod p2.
These congruence conditions save a factor of P in each ri-sum. In case p1 “ p2 “ p, the congruence condition
shows p|n. Moreover, ´r1ℓ1`r2ℓ2`n{p ” 0 mod p. Therefore fixing r1, ℓ1, ℓ2, n saves P in r2-sum. Similarly
we get saving of P for each of the n1 and r12 sums. Also, the exact same analysis as done for pi, ri, n-sums
follows for the case ℓ1 “ ℓ2. Therefore up to a factor of pPMLqε,
Σ21 ! L8
„
1
P 2
R2
P 2
ˆ
1` P
2M
N0
˙
M1{2
2
` L8
„
1
P 2
R2
P 2
ˆ
1` PM
N0
˙
M1{2
2
! L
8M5
N4P 4
ˆ
1` P
2M
N0
˙2
,
∆21 ! L3
„
1
P 2
R2
P 2
ˆ
1` P
2M
N0
˙
M1{2

` L3
„
1
P 2
R2
P 2
ˆ
1` PM
N0
˙
M1{2

! L
3M5{2
N2P 2
ˆ
1` P
2M
N0
˙
.

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